FREQUENTLY ASKED QUESTIONS

Q: What is Water by Awakening?
A: Tap water transformed on the spot to alkaline ionized water that has electrons (i.e.,
tiny pieces of electricity, with hardly any mass, too small to see), and minerals to
provide: Hydration for improved joint lubrication; Mineral source to support brain and
muscle function; Hydration for sports and exercise recovery; Hydration to support pH
balance; Antioxidants; Boosts energy; Plus, no one-time use water bottles.

Q: Is Water by Awakening new?
A: The technology used has been around for some time, but what’s new is the
marketing approach designed to attract the demographic category of the health
conscious consumer. With Water by Awakening, 10 families from the cul-de-sac can
now share the cost of commercial equipment in your store to realize the daily benefits
which were otherwise cost prohibitive. Now using the mass appeal of a vending
machine that is optimally maintained and monitored every 5 seconds for high quality
water output, customers will be directed to your store for the newest hydration product
marketed as refueling to gain the edge to compete.
Q: So this is all about hydrating the cell to avoid dehydration?
A: Yes. Dehydration happens with symptoms of sluggishness, memory fog and lack of
energy. The body uses multiple processes to produce, store and recoup energy. All of
these processes rely upon water. Water dissolves everything that we digest and is
found throughout cells and makes up roughly 75% of the body. With Water by
Awakening, fuel your within™ to compete.

Q: How does a consumer find out where to purchase Water by Awakening?
A: At www.waterbyawakening.com/retail locator they will enter a city or zip code to find
the nearest retailer.

Q: What is the refund policy?
A: We believe in the quality of our products so much, we want to assure you that if you
are dissatisfied, Awakening Water, LLC will issue you a 100% refund of your purchase
price. We’ve outlined the guidelines at www.waterbyawakening.com/return policy.

